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Starting Point

AKM model:
ygt = αg + ψj(g ,t) + εgt (1)

Firm effects, {ψj}J
j=1, typically assumed to be constant over-time.

Useful model restriction to combat “limited mobility biases” (LMB):

Variance decompositions based on AKM model are biased.

Biases very pronounced when there is limited mobility.Andrews et al., 2008)

→ Pool several years when estimating (1) to “maximize” mobility.
Goldschmidt and Schmieder (2017); Lachowska, Mas, and Woodbury, 2019; Bana et al. (2019);
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What if...

What if firm effects are not constant over-time?

1 Trade-offs: want large T to minimize LMB but then harder to justify
constant firm effects....

2 Evidence from rent sharing literature.
Van Reenan (1996); Guiso-Pistaferri-Schivardi, 2005; Card-Devicienti-Maida, 2014;
Card-Cardoso-Heining-Kline, 2018; Kline-Petkova-Williams-Zidar 2019;

3 Cyclicality of variance components.
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This paper

Variance decompositions in Washington administrative data based on
AKM models where firm effects can vary over time.

Two approaches:

1 Rolling-AKM.

2 TV-AKM.

Correct for biases in variance decomposition using approach of Kline,
Saggio and Sølvsten (2019).
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Preview of the results

1 Firm effects are highly persistent.

ρ(12) = 0.82 (log earnings).
ρ(12) = 0.74 (log wages).

2 Similar conclusions b/w AKM model and Time-varying AKM model

Share explained by Var(ψj(g ,t),t) = 13% (wages)

Share explained by Var(ψj(g ,t),t) = 21% (earnings)

3 Significant degree of cyclicality

Variability in firm effects ↑ during great recession.
Assortativity ↓ during great recession.

4 Small degree of misspecification.

E[Quitit |ψj(i ,t)] ≈ E[Quitit |ψj(i ,t),t ].
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Data

Quarterly earnings records from all UI-covered employers in
Washington from 2002-2014.

Hours are available → hourly wage rate.

Construction of the sample (Sorkin, 2018).

Employment spell ≡ at least 5 consecutive quarters during which a
worker had earnings from the same primary employer.

Drop first and last two quarters.

Annualize earnings.

CPI-adjusted (baseline year: 2005).

Example Restrictions
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Inequality in the State of Washington
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Econometric Framework



“Rolling” AKM

AKM equation:
ygt = αg + ψj(g ,t) + εgt

→ yi = d ′i α + f ′i ψ + ε i

= x ′i β + ε i

(2)

ygt ≡ log hourly wages or log earnings of individual g in year t.
i indexes a given person-year observation.
(di , fi ) worker-firm indicators.

The “Rolling” Approach:

Fit equation (2) separately for each T = 2 adjacent intervals
(2002− 2003; 2003− 2004, . . . , 2013− 2014).

Interested in the interval-specific variance decomposition:

var(ygt) = var(αg ) + var(ψj(g ,t)) + 2cov(ψj(g ,t), αg ) + var(εgt). (3)
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Estimation

Suppose target is variance of firm effects:

var(ψj(g ,t)) = β′Aβ

What is A?

Two estimators:

Plug-in Estimator→ ̂var(ψj(g ,t)) = β̂′Aβ̂

KSS Estimator→ ˜var(ψj(g ,t)) = β̂′Aβ̂−
n

∑
i=1

Bii σ̂
2
i

where β̂ = S−1
xx ∑n

i=1 xiyi ;Sxx = ∑n
i=1 xix

′
i ;Bii = x ′i S

−1
xx AS−1

xx xi .

σ̂2
i is unbiased leave out estimator of σ2

i ≡ var(ε i )

σ̂2
i = yi (yi − x ′i β̂−i )

β̂−i must exist! → estimation on leave one out connected sets.
Computation T=2
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Time-Varying AKM model (TV-AKM)

Complementary approach: stack the data from 2002-2014 and
estimate

ygt = αg + ψj(g ,t),t + εgt .

where ψj(g ,t),t captures unrestricted interaction of firm by year
identifiers.

Bipartite graph:

Workers.

Firm by year.

→ Larger set of identified (firm × year) effects.

Stayers contribute in the identification of ψj,t !
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AKM Model

Within-firm average change of wages for stayers:

∆j = E[ygt |g is a stayer for firm j ]− E[ygt−1|g is a stayer for firm j ] = 0.
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Within-firm average change of wages for stayers:

∆j = E[ygt |g is a stayer for firm j ]−E[ygt−1|g is a stayer for firm j ] = ψjt −ψjt−1.

Used for identification of rent-sharing elasticities.Card-Cardoso-Kline (2015)

Lamadon-Mogstad-Setzler (2019): ∆j = γ(ṼAjt − ṼAjt−1)

Estimation of TV-AKM model:

ygt = αg + ψj(g ,t),t + εgt .

to obtain:
1 New variance decomposition (TV-AKM vs AKM)
2 Autocorrelation function of {ψj,t}.
3 Misspecification in original AKM model.

→ Apply KSS leave out correction to 1-3.

Leave one out AKM vs Leave one out TV-AKM
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Rolling Analysis

[1] [2] [3] [4]
# of Person Year Obs 3,435,285 2,667,196 4,071,696 3,224,108

# of Movers 142,085 119,890 172,740 148,239

# of Firms 41,483 20,795 49,107 25,986

# of Firms by year

Mean Log Wages 3.03 3.09 3.06 3.12
Variance of Log Wages 0.38 0.36 0.44 0.43

Mean Log Earnings 10.50 10.59 10.54 10.63
Variance of Log Earnings 0.55 0.49 0.63 0.57

Largest 
Connected Set

Leave One Out 
Connected Set

Interval: 2002-2003 Interval: 2013-2014

Largest 
Connected Set

Leave One Out 
Connected Set
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Similar Trends
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Pooling all years: 2002-2014

# of Person Year Obs 27,484,072 26,308,782 27,452,303 25,000,763

# of Movers 1,945,791 1,893,651 1,944,954 1,745,732

# of Firms 219,006 165,979 218,310 123,081

# of Firms by year 1,247,620 788,548

Mean Log Wages 3.02 3.03 3.02 3.04
Variance of Log Wages 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41

Mean Log Earnings 10.48 10.50 10.48 10.52
Variance of Log Earnings 0.60 0.59 0.60 0.58
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AKM Model TV-AKM Model
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Significant less pruning in leave out samples
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TV-AKM ≈ AKM in terms of sample used
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On average 6.4 of observed years per firm
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Rolling Decomposition: Log Wages
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Variance of person effects...



tracks really well overall variance!
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Let’s zoom into the numbers...



Decomposition in 2002 vs. 2014



KSS correction matters



What explains the growth in log wage inequality?



Very different story before, during and after GR
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The story told by the PI estimator
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Summarizing Results from Rolling Analysis

For Log Wages:

1 ↑ Wage inequality mostly explained by ↑ in sorting (40%) and ↑ in
variability of person effects (70%).

2 Important fluctuations with the business cycle.

3 With T = 2 rolling panels → very important to bias correct variance
components.

What about log earnings?

↑ Earnings inequality mostly explained by raises in sorting (45%),
variability in person effects (45%) and variability in firm effects (10%).

2-3 hold as well.

Levels Changes Table Y-Y Correlation in Firm Effects
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Sorting overtime
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TV-AKM Analysis



Pooling all the years 2002-2014

ygt = αg + ψj(g ,t) + εgt︸ ︷︷ ︸
AKM

ygt = αg + ψj(g ,t),t + εgt︸ ︷︷ ︸
TV-AKM



Very similar decomposition b/w AKM and TV-AKM
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Same conclusion when looking at earnings

ygt = αg + ψj(g ,t) + εgt︸ ︷︷ ︸
AKM

ygt = αg + ψj(g ,t),t + εgt︸ ︷︷ ︸
TV-AKM



Firms more important in earnings

ygt = αg + ψj(g ,t) + εgt︸ ︷︷ ︸
AKM

ygt = αg + ψj(g ,t),t + εgt︸ ︷︷ ︸
TV-AKM



Adding Plug-in estimates to the picture...

Variance of Log Wages 0.4074 100.00% 0.4074 100.00% 0.5821 100.00% 0.5821 100.00%

Variance Decomposition: Plug-In
Variance of Person Effects 0.2567 63.01% 0.2596 63.72% 0.3136 53.86% 0.3190 54.80%

Variance of Firm  Effects 0.0480 11.77% 0.0570 13.99% 0.1111 19.09% 0.1190 20.44%

2*Cov of Person, Firm Effects 0.0679 16.67% 0.0591 14.51% 0.1014 17.42% 0.0920 15.81%

Variance Decomposition: KSS
Variance of Person Effects 0.2502 61.40% 0.2534 62.20% 0.3071 52.75% 0.3131 53.79%

Variance of Firm  Effects 0.0473 11.60% 0.0549 13.47% 0.1147 19.70% 0.1209 20.76%

2*Cov of Person, Firm Effects 0.0687 16.87% 0.0604 14.81% 0.0944 16.21% 0.0845 14.52%

Variance 
Component

Share of Total 
(%)

Variance 
Component

Share of Total 
(%)

Variance 
Component

Share of Total 
(%)

Variance 
Component

Share of Total 
(%)

Log Wages: 2002-2014 Log Earnings: 2002-2014

AKM TV-AKM AKM TV-AKM



Plug-in tells the same story!

Results when leaving a match out



How much drift in firm effects? (log wages)

ygt = αg + ψj(g ,t),t + εgt

→ Corr(ψjt , ψjs) =?
Empirical Autocorrelation Empirical Autocovariance Empirical Autocorrelation (earnings)

Empirical Autocovariance (earnings)
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How much drift in firm effects? (log wages)

ygt = αg + ψj(g ,t),t + εgt → Corr(ψjt , ψjs) =?
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How much drift in firm effects? (log earnings)

Empirical Autocorrelation Empirical Autocovariance Empirical Autocorrelation (earnings)

Empirical Autocovariance (earnings)

ψj ,t = 0.9832ψj ,t−1 + ζjt



Does controlling for firm × year heterogeneity

actually matters?



AKM firm effects vs. TV-AKM effects
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Quit rates

Separationit = a+ bψ̂j(i ,t),t + e (4)
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Conclusions

We relaxed the assumption that firm effects are constant over-time.

In WA LEE data we find that:

1 Firm effects are highly persistent.

2 Variance components vary with the business cycle. Beaudry and Dinardo (1991);

Oreopolous-von Wachter-Heisz (2012)

3 Virtually no evidence of misspecification.

Debate on sources of wage/earnings inequality in the US

↑ Rise in variance of wages: person effects (70%), firms (-10%) and
assortativity (40%).

↑ Rise in variance of earnings: person effects (45%), firms (10%),
assortativity (45%).

Large “cohort effects”?

Firm effects in log earnings explain 9% of variance in 2013-2014.

Firm effects in log earnings explain 21% of variance over 2002-2014.
Card-Heining-Kline: 2013
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APPENDIX



Sorkin Cut



Sample Restrictions

1 Workers with more than 9 employers in a year.

2 Workers with annual earnings less than 2,850$ (in 2005 dollars) and
workers with calculated hourly wage rate.

3 Workers who worked fewer than 400 hours in the year.

4 Employer-year observations with fewer than 5 employees in the year.



Percentiles of Log Wages
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A is a known matrix equal to A =

(
0 0
0 Aff

)
, with

Aff = 1
n ∑n

i=1(fi − f̄ )(fi − f̄ )′ and f̄ = 1
n ∑n

i=1 fi .



T = 2

When fitting the model with two time periods
— max(Tg ) = 2—KSS show that one can construct an unbiased
estimator of both var(ψj(g ,t)) and cov(ψj(g ,t)) not only under unrestricted
heteroskedasticity, but also when εg2 and εg1 are arbitrarily serially
correlated.



Computation

The KSS methodology relies on computation of both {Bii ,Pii}.

Finding, say, Pii requires solving a system of n equation in k = N + J
unknowns

Sxx
k×k

Z
k×n

= X ′
k×n

(5)

This is computationally infeasible with the Washington data.

We therefore rely on a variation of the Johnson-Lindestrauss
approximation developed by KSS.

We consider solutions of p systems of k linear equations

ZJLA
k×n

= RPX
′

k×p
(6)

where RP is a n× p matrix composed by mutually independent
Rademacher random variables.



Leave out TV-AKM vs AKM



Rolling Approach: Log Earnings
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Rolling Approach: Log Earnings
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Rolling Approach: Log Earnings

Variance of Log Earnings 0.4921 100.00% 0.5738 100.00% 0.0817 100.00%

Variance Decomposition: Plug-In
Variance of Person Effects 0.3808 77.38% 0.4138 72.11% 0.0330 40.36%

Variance of Firm  Effects 0.0766 15.56% 0.0801 13.96% 0.0035 4.33%

2*Cov of Person, Firm Effects 0.0226 4.59% 0.0684 11.92% 0.0458 56.03%

Variance Decomposition: KSS
Variance of Person Effects 0.3462 70.35% 0.3833 66.79% 0.0371 45.40%

Variance of Firm  Effects 0.0541 10.98% 0.0613 10.69% 0.0073 8.89%
0.0000 0.0000

2*Cov of Person, Firm Effects 0.0662 13.45% 0.1045 18.20% 0.0383 46.81%
Note: All  variance decomposition parameters are calculated in the corresponding leave one out connected set described in Table 1, Panel (a) 
and are person-year weighted. Plug-in reports the variance components without adjusting for sampling error in the estimated person and firm 
effects. KSS adjusts each variance component using the leave out approach detailed by Kline, Saggio and SØlvsten (2019).  The last two columns 
report the change in a corresponding row over time. That change is then scaled by the change in the variance of log Earnings reported in first 
row. Source: WA administrative records.

Table 3: Variance Decomposition - Log Earnings

Interval 2002-2003 Interval 2013-2014 Change from 2002-2003 to 2013-2014

Variance 
Component

Share of Total 
(%)

Variance 
Component

Share of Total 
(%)

Variance 
Component

Share of Total (%)



Rolling Approach: Log Earnings
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Leave a match out correction

Variance of Log Wages 0.3850 100.00% 0.3850 100.00% 0.5520 100.00% 0.5520 100.00%

KSS-Leave Person-Year out
Variance of Firm  Effects 0.0468 12.16% 0.0548 14.23% 0.1101 19.95% 0.1183 21.43%

2*Cov of Person, Firm Effects 0.0680 17.67% 0.0599 15.56% 0.0974 17.65% 0.0885 16.04%

KSS-Leave Match out
Variance of Firm  Effects 0.0445 11.55% 0.0578 15.02% 0.1067 19.33% 0.1177 21.33%

2*Cov of Person, Firm Effects 0.0697 18.11% 0.0589 15.31% 0.0983 17.81% 0.1267 22.96%

Table A1: Comparing Leave Out Strategies
Log Wages Log Earnings

AKM TV-AKM AKM TV-AKM

Variance 
Component

Share of 
Total (%)

Note: All variance components are calculated for the sample of movers belonging to the leave one out connected set of the TV-AKM model and are person-
year weighted.TV-AKM corresponds to an AKM model where firm effects are allowed to vary over-time. The AKM model includes a set of year fixed 
effects. Plug-in reports the variance components without adjusting for sampling error in the estimated person and firm effects. KSS adjusts each variance 
component using the leave out approach detailed by Kline, Saggio and SØlvsten (2019) by leaving a person year observation out. Source: WA 
administrative records.

Variance 
Component

Share of 
Total (%)

Variance 
Component

Share of 
Total (%)

Variance 
Component

Share of 
Total (%)



Autocorrelatin for firm effects in log wages



Autocovariance for firm effects in log wages



Autocorrelatin for firm effects in log earnings



Autocovariance for firm effects in log earnings


